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Context modulates the brain’s response to sensory input. Recent work has identified the neurons that
implement contextual gating of a startle behavior in zebrafish and suggests a synaptic mechanism for this
modulation.
How does our brain decide which

sounds, smells, and sights merit a

behavioral response? Context is critical.

While you might jump if a balloon pops in

a quiet room, you are unlikely to be

startled by a balloon popping at a noisy

birthday party. Suppression of

unnecessary sensory input is called

sensory gating and is critical to nervous

system function — failure to respond to a

threat could be fatal, but excessive

responses disrupt necessary behaviors.

A new study by Tabor et al. [1] in this

issue of Current Biology has exploited the

power of in vivo imaging and

intersectional genetics in zebrafish to

identify a cellular and putative synaptic

basis for sensory gating of a well-studied

startle behavior.

Sensory gating can be studied using a

conserved behavioral phenomenon

called prepulse inhibition. Prepulse

inhibition relies on the fact that many

animals have innate startle reflexes, but

that these startle reflexes are inhibited if

preceded by a weak, non-startling

stimulus. Prepulse inhibition can be

easily studied in zebrafish, a common lab

model vertebrate that lends itself to

modern optical and genetic techniques.

Zebrafish reflexively swim away from

startling sounds [2]; this reflex is

attenuated when the startling sound

follows a weaker, subthreshold sound

[3]. The startle reflex is driven by activity

in a pair of large reticulospinal neurons in

the zebrafish hindbrain called the

Mauthner neurons [4]. Among other

inputs, the Mauthner neurons receive

excitatory auditory inputs from the ear

via the VIIIth cranial nerve [5] (Figure 1).

The Mauthner neurons share

an embryonic lineage with mammalian

reticulospinal neurons that underlie

similar startle reflexes [6].
In their study, Tabor et al. [1]

systematically isolated a glutamatergic

neuronal population within the zebrafish

hindbrain that is necessary for prepulse

inhibition. Prepulse inhibition requires a

broadly distributed group of neurons that

express the transcription-factor-

encoding gene gsx1 [7]. To identify

candidate subsets of gsx1 neurons that

could underlie prepulse inhibition, the

authors performed in vivo calcium

imaging of gsx1-expressing neurons.

Simultaneously, they monitored the

zebrafish larva’s behavioral response to a

startling sound that was preceded by a

weaker sound. They identified a sub-

population of cells in rhombomere 4 of the

zebrafish hindbrain whose activity was

increased during behavioral prepulse

inhibition. Activating gsx1 neurons in

rhombomere 4 using optogenetics

induced prepulse inhibiton, while

chemical ablation of this targeted region

of gsx1 neurons impaired prepulse

inhibition. Together these experiments

implicate a spatially-restricted sub-

population of gsx1 neurons in prepulse

inhibition.

The gsx1 neuronal population is

heterogenous with respect to

neurotransmitter identity [7]. Tabor et al.

[1] utilized both existing transgenic

lines and an impressive new set of

intersectional genetic tools to subdivide

gsx1 rhombomere 4 neurons, isolating a

molecularly-defined population that

projects to the Mauthner neuron. These

transgenic tools complement existing

reagents in the spinal cord [8] and

markedly expand the ability to

spatiotemporally label populations of

zebrafish neurons. Using combinations of

existing Gal4/UAS genetic systems with

newly generated Cre recombinase lines,

the authors were able to show that the
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gsx1 population in the region necessary

for prepulse inhibition consists of

glycinergic, GABAergic, and

glutamatergic neurons. Which of these

neurotransmitters underlies prepulse

inhibition? Photoablating glutamatergic,

but not glycinergic or GABAergic neurons

of the gsx1 rhombomere 4 neurons, led

to a complete loss of prepulse inhibition.

To confirm this glutamatergic sub-

population acts directly on the Mauthner

neuron, the authors sparsely labelled the

gsx1 rhombomere 4 neurons using a

new tool, DoubleSwitch, which utilizes

Gal4/UAS, Cre recombinase, and B3

recombinase. They thereby showed that

putatively glutamatergic gsx1 neurons

terminate near Mauthner cell lateral

dendrites, the site at which auditory input

synapses onto the Mauthner cell

(Figure 1). The glutamatergic sub-

population of gsx1 neurons are thus a

likely cellular substrate for prepulse

inhibition in zebrafish.

How might these glutamatergic gsx1

neurons inhibit the Mauthner cell,

implementing prepulse inhibition?

Glutamatergic gsx1 neurons could

affect release from the excitatory

auditory afferents, leading to pre-

synaptic inhibition. Alternatively, they

might affect the Mauthner cell, altering

post-synaptic response to a constant

auditory input. Tabor et al. [1] visualized

glutamate release using in vivo iGluSnFR

imaging at the VIIIth nerve synapse while

measuring behavioral responses to a

startling tone. iGluSnFR is a genetically

engineered fluorescent reporter of

glutamate release [9,10]. They found a

reduction in iGluSnFR signal of the VIIIth

nerve during prepulse inhibition, and this

reduction was specific to the regions of

the VIIIth nerve that are near the Mauthner

cell dendrite. The authors interpret this as
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Figure 1. The Mauthner cell synapse in the zebrafish hindbrain drives acoustic startle
behavior.
Mauthner lateral dendrites (gray) receive excitatory auditory inputs from the VIIIth nerve (green) via hair
cells in the ear (pink). Neurons in rhombomere 4 (orange) and in the caudal hypothalamus (blue)
modulate the synapse between the VIIIth nerve and Mauthner cell. Inset: Glutamate from the gsx1
neurons leads to synaptic inhibition at the lateral Mauthner dendrite, while dopamine from the caudal
hypothalamus leads to synaptic facilitation.
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a local pre-synaptic reduction in

glutamate release from the VIIIth nerve

onto the Mauthner cell during prepulse

inhibition.

This in vivo work of Tabor et al. [1]

complements existing ex vivo studies that

demonstrate glutamatergic pre-synaptic

inhibition [11,12]. On the basis of their

results, the authors propose a prepulse

inhibition mechanism by which

subthreshold sound stimuli activate the

glutamatergic gsx1 population,

decreasing subsequent neurotransmitter

release to otherwise startling stimuli.

These neurons alter Mauthner cell
R872 Current Biology 28, R871–R894, Augus
responses through pre-synaptic inhibition

to decrease the probability of the startle

reflex.

In earlier work, Mu et al. [13] elucidated

synaptic mechanisms responsible for

light-induced facilitation of the startle

reflex. Zebrafish larvae have an increased

probability of startling when a sound is

preceded by a flash of light. Mu et al. [13]

demonstrated that dopaminergic neurons

in the caudal hypothalamus were the

cellular substrate for this time-dependent

modulation of the startle reflex.

Behavioral facilitation was associated

with decreased synaptic signal-to-noise
t 20, 2018
and increased synaptic efficacy between

the VIIIth nerve input and theMauthner cell

in a dopamine-dependent manner. The

studies of Tabor et al. [1] and Mu et al. [13]

both identify new cellular substrates that

modulate startle behaviors and suggest

underlying synaptic modulations (via

glutamate and dopamine, respectively) of

the VIIIth nerve to Mauthner neuron

synapse. Intriguingly, the time courses

during which both papers demonstrate

the Mauthner cell can be best facilitated

or inhibited are remarkably similar

(�500 ms before the startle stimulus).

These results suggest that the synapse

between auditory input and Mauthner cell

is a site of bidirectional integration, which

can bemademore or less sensitive based

on preceding sensory information in a

time-dependent manner (Figure 1). Most

critically, these studies propose synaptic

bases of a well-studied and conserved

behavior. Taken together, the work links

the phenomenology of anticipation and

surprise to modulation of a sensorimotor

synapse.

The work of Tabor et al. [1] highlights

the broad utility of the zebrafish model

and the Mauthner synapse to elucidate

mechanisms of sensory gating. Sensory

gating deficits in humans are associated

with neurological disorders like

schizophrenia and obsessive-compulsive

disorder [14,15]. High-throughput

behavioral screens for startle mutants

have already identified proteins that are

critical to Mauthner synapse function

[16]. Screens for prepulse inhibition

deficits could similarly target proteins that

are necessary for sensory gating, and

therefore could reveal important

molecular targets of neurological

disorders. At the level of synaptic

physiology, the accessibility of the

Mauthner synapse is optimal for testing

the synaptic modulations proposed by

Tabor et al. [1]. More broadly, the

Mauthner circuit allows for systems-level

analysis of sensory gating of behavior

through whole brain in vivo imaging of

both synaptic and neural activity during

behavior. Since many sensory modalities

converge onto the Mauthner neuron with

many sites of synaptic integration [5,17],

these techniques could help generate a

unified mechanism of how neural circuits

implement context-appropriate

behaviors in the face of a rich sensory

environment.
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Dinoflagellate algae form symbiotic partnerships with hosts from across a wide swath of the tree of life. New
work shows that the genus Symbiodinium should now be considered a family, and importantly that the group
is 110 million years older than previously thought. This expanded time period resolves long-standing
questions about the evolution of photosymbiosis.
Photosymbiotic algae capture energy

from the sun, nourishing themselves and

their heterotrophic hosts in the process.

Many species take advantage of this algal

generosity, including corals, bivalves,

foraminifera, and many other protists

and marine animals. In return, the algae

receive nutrients and a privileged place

in the sun.

Like any relationship, photosymbiosis

is more complex than it appears on the

surface. Photosymbiosis between

symbiotic dinoflagellates and their coral
hosts, in particular, runs deeper than a

mere exchange of sugars for a safe place

in the sunlight. The symbionts live within

the cells of the corals, and together they

function to construct a well-coordinated

partnership: they build cellular

membranes (the symbiosome), the coral

immune system is tuned to promote

symbiosis, and cell cycles are

synchronized to help the dinoflagellate

live within the coral cells [1]. In light of this

intimate cell-to-cell connection, it has

always been surprising that all coral
symbioses seemed to involve only one

dinoflagellate genus, which furthermore

also formed symbiotic relationships with a

wide diversity of other host species.

Evolving cell-membrane-level

adaptations seems difficult when there

is one evolutionary target let alone

countless hosts from many animal

phyla and eukaryotic kingdoms.

The first hint that the dinoflagellate

Symbiodinium had a more complex

history than it seemed became apparent

when RNA sequencing exposed a
August 20, 2018 ª 2018 Elsevier Ltd. R873
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